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Abstract
At the core of every frustrated system, one can identify the existence of frustrated rings that are usually
interpreted in terms of single–particle physics.We check this point of view through a careful analysis
of the entanglement entropy of bothmodels that admit an exact single–particle decomposition of
theirHilbert space due to integrability and those forwhich the latter is supposed to hold only as a low
energy approximation. In particular, we study generic spin chainsmade by an odd number of sites
with short-range antiferromagnetic interactions and periodic boundary conditions, thus character-
ized by aweak, i.e. nonextensive, frustration.While for distances of the order of the correlation length
the phenomenology of these chains is similar to that of the non-frustrated cases, we find that
correlation functions involving a number of sites scaling like the system size follow different rules.We
quantify the long-range correlations through the vonNeumann entanglement entropy, finding that
indeed it violates the area law, while not divergingwith the system size. This behavior is wellfitted by a
universal law that we derive from the conjectured single–particle picture.
1. Introduction
It is common knowledge that boundary conditions should be chosenwisely when performing numerical
simulations, in order not to interfere with the physical phenomenon onewishes to investigate. On the contrary,
in the classification of phases, boundary conditions are supposed to be irrelevant. The reason for this apparent
paradox is that in the latter case one chooses to take the thermodynamic limitfirst so that any length scale at
which one can probe the system can be considered as ‘local’, while in the former the finite size of the system
inevitably introduces another relevant scale in the game.
However, needless to say, infinite size systems are just an ideal approximation and thus it is important to
understand the influence of boundary conditions onfinite–size effects, either to avoid themor to exploit them.
In particular, one question is whetherfinite size effect decay exponentially or algebraically, since in the latter case
the thermodynamic limit has to be treated carefully. In particular, wewill show that this is the case for quantum
spin chainswith frustrated boundary conditions.
In general, frustration is the result of competing interactions so that not all terms in theHamiltonian can be
minimized simultaneously. In this sense, any genuine quantumHamiltonian includes some amount of
frustration, since non–commuting terms promote contrasting local arrangements [1–3]. However, with the
term frustration, one usually refers to the so-called ‘geometrical frustration’, which emergedfirst in classical
systems [4, 5]. Prototypical aremodels characterized by antiferromagnetic (AFM) interactionswith closed loops
of odd lengths and every systemdisplaying geometrical frustration, can be explained in terms of the presence of
such loops. In quantum frustrated systems, geometrical and quantum frustration are in general intertwined and
it is not easy to discriminate between the two sources [6].
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Toprovide an example, the easiestmodel useful to visualize (classical) geometrical frustration ismade by
three spins arranged on the vertexes of a triangle, with AFMcouplings alongwith the bonds. In a classical system
with Ising variables asmagneticmoments, all interactions cannot beminimized simultaneously, resulting in a
six–fold degenerate ground–state. It is easy to generalize these considerations for longer spin loopswith nearest–
neighbor AFMbonds: while on even chains the twoNéel statesminimize all local interactions (and thus the
wholeHamiltonian), for loops of odd lengthsN=2M+1, one bond avoidminimization, resulting into a 2N
degenerate ground–state. Promoting themagneticmoments from Ising variables to three–dimensional spins
does not alleviate the frustration still resulting in a ground–state degeneracy scaling like the system length [7–9].
It is worth noticing that adding a single site to anAFM loop changes the systemdramatically, turning a double
degeneracy into amassive one and vice–versa, thus demonstrating that the effect of frustration is non-
perturbative in nature.
In this work, we concentrate on systemswithweak, i.e. non–extensive, frustration, such as those of the
examplesmentioned above, butwith the addition of quantum interactions that break their perfect symmetry,
thus lifting the degeneracy. The traditional expectation, based on a perturbative picture, is that frustrated
boundary conditions result in single–particle physics, that is, that ground–state of these systems can be
characterized as a single particle excitation over the non–frustratedGS.Using a combination of analytical and
numerical approaches, we check this expectation beyond the perturbative regime. Consistently with the
aforementioned picture, wefind that this weak frustration closes the energy gap of a traditionally gapped phase
and leads to the appearance of a band ofmassless excitations with a quadratic spectrum and unusual long–range
correlations.Moreover, we quantify the amount of these long–range correlations, using the entanglement
entropy (EE), which is ameasure of the entanglement between a portion and the rest of the system.
Nowadays the analysis of the EE of the ground–state of a systemhas emerged as a fundamental probe in the
study of quantum complex systems [10–12], for its ability to detect phase transitions and to characterize phases
even beyond the Landau paradigm [13, 14]. The EE typically follows some universal behaviors for sufficiently
large subsystems: while for high energy states it is proportional to the volume of the subsystem, for ground–
states of systemswith local interactions it satisfies an area law, with possible logarithmic violations for critical
phases [15]. Intuitively, the area law stems from the fact that entanglement reflects the correlations shared
between the subsystems and the rest of the system and these are localized, for gapped systems, in a shell of the
order of few correlation lengths around the boundaries.
In absence of frustration, in one–dimensionalmodels with gapped energy spectrum, the existence of an
area–law implies that the EE saturates to a constant value as soon as the dimension of the portion becomes
greater than some correlation lengths [15–19]. On the contrary, when the energy spectrum is gapless,
correlations extendwith an algebraic decay, and thus the EE of the ground–state of one–dimensional systems
show the characteristic universal behavior S R Rlogc
6
( ) of conformal field theories (CFTs)with central
charge c [20].
However, the presence of frustration alters this picture. By performing a careful and in some sense
innovative finite–size scaling analysis, in theweakly frustrated case we observe a peculiar violation of the area
law, which yet does not result into its divergence for large subsystems, due to its saturation at subsystem lengths
proportional to the total system size.We quantitatively characterize the observed behavior as due to the
contribution, over the non-frustratedGSEE, of a single delocalized excitation, which, therefore, does not
possess any intrinsic lengths scale, except for the total system size.
2.Weakly frustrated spin chains
Let us introduce a generic nearest-neighbor one-dimensional spin- 1
2
spin chainwithN spins in amagnetic field:
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where lsa, withα=x, y, z, are Paulimatrices which describe spin-1/2 operators on the l-th site of the chain. The
Hamiltonian in equation (1) can describe severalmodels with different properties and boundary conditions.
Choosing γ=0we can recover theXXZmodel in externalfields that holds a continuousU(1) symmetry while
for 0g ¹ we fall into anXYZmodel in an externalfield characterized by a 2 discrete symmetry. The
Hamiltonian (1) is analytically solvable if one of the parameters γ,Δ, or h is zero. Settings JN=J restores
translational invariance and choosing J=1 (up to an energy scale) favors AFMorder that, on an odd periodic
lattice N M2 1= + , shows both classical and quantum frustration. In this case, the presence of quantum
2
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frustration can be proven by settings h=0 and observing that the systemdoes not satisfy the quantumToulouse
conditions [2, 3], which discriminates between geometrically and non-geometrically frustrated systems.
The effect of frustration induced by the boundary conditions has been already considered in integrable
systemswith a continuousU(1) symmetry at vanishing externalfield as theXXZ chain obtained by setting γ=0
and h=0 in (1) [21–24], where the eigenstates can be constructed in terms of individual excitations. Thus, while
for even lengthsN=2M the ground–state can achieve zero totalmagnetization S 0T
Z = and be characterized as
a spinon vacuum[25], in the frustrated caseN=2M+1 there are two equivalent ground–states with
ST
Z 1
2
=  (whose degeneracy is immediately lifted for a nonzero h), which can be interpreted as due to the
presence of a traveling single spinon excitation.
The goal of the present paper is to analyze the case of systemswith discrete global symmetries 2 , which,
thus, do not conserve particle number. In [26], Campostrini et al considered the odd length, ferromagnetic Ising
chain, obtained by settings J=−1, γ=1, andΔ=0 in (1).When the defect JN differs from J, it breaks
translational invariance and for JN>0 favors AFMorder along the x-direction between thefirst and last spins of
the chain. By varying JN, they found that, for h J1, 1N< =∣ ∣ represents a critical point separating two different
phases for JN£ 1.Notice that their criticalmodel obtained settings JN=1 can bemapped into the translational
invariant AFM Ising chain using local rotations on the even spin sites. The authors connect this critical behavior
to themetastability of thismodel under the perturbation provided by a longitudinalmagnetic field
H hx l
N
l
x
1d s= å = . Indeed, it is known that the point hx=0 corresponds to a first–order phase
transition [26, 27].
The algebraic decay of the correlation functions at JN=1 derived in [26]was reexamined in [28]where
Dong et al focused on the translational invariant version of the samemodel. In this way, the defect is not
localized at the ‘end’ of the chain, but it is rather a frustration due to anAFM loop of odd length. It was observed
that this weak frustration is sufficient to scramble the energy spectrum. For h J<∣ ∣ , the ground–state is unique
with a band of N2 1- levels above it, forming a gapless continuum in the thermodynamic limit.
In their workDong et al notice that the ground state for h 1<∣ ∣ is characterized by two different families of
correlation functions. The difference between these two families can be traced to the different representations of
the correlators in terms of spinless fermions. Indeed, in one–dimensional system, one can exactlymap spins into
fermions through the (non–local) Jordan–Wigner transformation [29]. As a consequence of such non–locality it
may happen that the support in which a spin correlator is defined does not coincide with the one of the
associated fermionic operators. To give an example, a spin correlator with support on afinite non–connected
regionmade by two disjoint subsets, can bemapped into a fermionic operator with the support that includes also
all sites between the two disjoint subsets.We define the correlators whose support in the associated spin and
fermionic representation coincide as ‘local correlations’, while the others are the ‘quasi–local correlations’.
The two families of correlation functions showdifferent behaviors since quasi–local spin correlators present
a peculiar algebraic behavior, which is absent for the local ones. These differences are exemplified by two of the
simplest two–point spin correlation functions: the correlation function along z at distanceR, i.e.
C Rzz l
z
l R
zs sº á ñ+( ) and the correlation function along x at distanceR i.e. C Rxx lx l Rxs sº á ñ+( ) . As it is known in
the literature, see for example [30], while thefirst is, in agreementwith our definition, a local correlation
function, the second is a quasi–local one.We can easily evaluate the asymptotic behaviors of these two
correlators, as a direct extension of the results of [28], in combinationwith the analysis of [30]:
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wherem 1x
h
J
2
2
1
4º -( ) andmz h Jh J hJ d0 cos2 cos 22 2òº p f f fp-+ - are themagnetizations along the two axes.
To unveil the difference between the two correlation functions in equations (2) and (3) let us consider the
values that can be obtained in the thermodynamic limit, i.e. when N  ¥ ,for spins at very large distances,
hence considering R  ¥. The limit can be done in two different ways.We can, atfirst, place ourselves in a
thermodynamically large system (i.e. considering N  ¥ first) and, only later increase the distance between the
two spins. Or, on the contrary, at finiteNwe can setR at the antipodal point, i.e. R N 1 2= -( ) , and thenwe
canmake the system size grow.
Using thefirst approach, taking atfirst the thermodynamic limit N  ¥, both these two functions reduce
to the standard ones of the Ising unfrustrated chain [30], which decay exponentially to saturation, respectively
1 1R h
J
2
2
1
4- -( )( ) andmz2, with correlation length h J1ln 2x = - ( ) . On the contrary if we first evaluate equation (2)
and equation (3) at antipodal points (R N 1 2= -( ) ) and then perform the limit N  ¥, wefind that, while
3
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nothing changes for C Rzz ( ), whose limit is alwaysmz2, forCxx(R)we obtain Clim 0N xx N 12 =¥
-( ) because of
the slow algebraic decay in equation (2). Hence, differently from the case of equation (3), the results that we
obtain for the limit of C Rxx ( ) depends on the order inwhich the two limits are taken. This result, is not limited
to C Rxx ( ) but extends to all quasi–local correlation functions that, in the unfrustrated case admit a limit for
R N,  ¥ different from zero.
The unusual behavior of C Rxx ( ) not only represents a piece of relevant evidence by itself but it also acquires a
key role whenwe take into account that, in the thermodynamic limit, the absolute value of C Rxx  ¥( )
represents the square of the order parameter[30]. Exact analytical diagonalization (see supplementarymaterial
available online at stacks.iop.org/JPCO/3/081001/mmedia or [28]) shows that, while without frustration the
gap between the ground–state and thefirst excited state (characterized by opposite parities) closes exponentially
in the system size, with frustrated boundary conditions the gap vanishes only polynomially, similarly to the gaps
with the higher states. Therefore, with frustrated boundary conditions, the asymptotic double degeneracy of the
ground–state ismissing [28] and, accordingly, the order parameter should vanish. This is a surprising result
since a nonvanishing longitudinalmagnetization is the hallmark of the 2 spontaneous symmetry breaking, for
which the Isingmodel is the poster–child [30].
Thus, while locally (i.e. forR=N) the correlation functions of the frustrated AFM Ising chain are
indistinguishable from those of the unfrustrated version, at large distances important differences emerge. To
capture this diversity one has to consider a scaling thermodynamic limit, inwhich distances aremeasured in terms
of the chain length: r R
N
º , which is kept fixed as N  ¥. This limit is equivalent to taking the thermodynamic
limit while simultaneously scaling the lattice spacing down as 1/N. Under this scaling limit, quasi-local
correlation functions such as (2) are characterized by an algebraic decay, as if Nx µ = ¥.
3. The entanglement entropy
To better understand the effects of the frustrated boundary conditions on the ground–states of theHamiltonian
in equation (1) and the emergence of long–range correlations, we focus on the behavior of the EE. To evaluate
the EE, we divide the system into two parts: a subsystemA consisting ofR contiguous sites and its complementB
withN−R spins.We extract the reduced densitymatrix R GS GStrA N Rr = ñá-( ) ∣ ∣of subsystemA andwe
measure the entanglement betweenA andB using theVonNeumann entropy [31, 32], defined as
S R R Rtr log . 4A A A Ar r= -( ) [ ( ) ( )] ( )
Our analysis will be focused on the characterization of the frustration effects ofmodels with a global discrete
2 interactions. Hence, in the present paper, wewill not take into account, if notmarginally, themodels that can
be obtained setting h=0, holding additional 2 symmetries, or γ=0 that show a continuousU(1) symmetry.
We also limit our analysis tomodels that are invariant under spatial translation and hence, fromnowon, we set
JN=J.
Aswementioned, ourHamiltonian includes both analytically solvable and non–solvablemodels.
Furthermore, for 0D = the spin chain is amenable to an exact, although highly non-local,mapping to a free
model. In this case the values of the entropies used in the paper are obtained exploiting the analytical approach
based on Jordan–Wigner transformations that is depicted in some details in the supplementarymaterials (this
approach reduces the exponentially complex problemof calculating the EE to the numerical diagonalization of a
matrix whose entries are determined analytically andwhose rank scales just linearly with the subsystem size). On
the other hand, for 0D ¹ the results for the entropies are obtained using aDMRGalgorithm [33]. In the
numerical computations, we have considered up to 300 kept states to represent the truncatedHilbert space of
eachDMRGblock. Typically, the truncation error is smaller than 10−12.
Aswementioned, the frustrated Ising chain for h J<∣ ∣ is gapless: this fact and the algebraic decay of some
correlation functions point against an area-law behavior. On the other hand, the spectrumof low energy
excitations is quadratic (Galilean) and thus violates relativistic invariance of CFT andhencewe have no reason to
expect the presence of a logarithmic divergence of the EE [34]. Infigure 1we observe the peculiar behavior of the
frustrated case, comparedwith the area-law saturation of the corresponding unfrustrated system and the
logarithmic divergence at CFT criticality:
(i) For small R, compared to the correlation length of the correspondent ferromagnetic model, (i.e. the model
obtained changing J in equation (1) from1 to−1), the EE of the ferromagnetic and the antiferromagnetic
systems almost coincide.
(ii) Increasing R in the unfrustrated case the EE saturates quickly while the frustrated chains still show a growth
which is wellfitted, in the bulk, by an empirical S R a N RA b N( ) ( ) ( ) where the fitting parameters depend on
4
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N as well as on theHamiltonian ones (figure 2). Such dependence onN prevents the EE to diverge in the
thermodynamic limit.
(iii) The saturation of the EEs in the limit of large N can be appreciated in figure 3. In the spirit of the scaling
thermodynamic limit introduced before, we keep the size of the subsystemA equal to afixed ratio r=R/N
of the total length and plot the EE asN is increased.We observe an EE behavior of the type
S N aA r
b
N
r+( ) , indicating that in the thermodynamic limit the EE tends to a finite, constant value.
In all plots, we collected data fromdifferent points in the phase-space of the generic AFM spin system
equation (1), including the Ising chain, theXY-chain in a longitudinalmagnetic field, and theXYZ-chain in an
externalmagnetic field.While the Ising chain is akin to a freemodel, the last two are not even integrable. The
qualitatively similar behaviors in all these differentmodels are evident.
This agreement can also bemade quantitative. Collecting all entropy saturation points in the N  ¥ limit
for the different values of the parameters in the same plot, we observe infigure 4, that they all fall on the same
universal curve, once the non-universal, non-frustrated saturation value is subtracted. This is quite surprising
Figure 1.Comparison between the EE of standard phases (gapped andCFT critical) and that of theweakly frustrated case, showing the
distinct different behavior of the latter with a violation of the area law. The EE SA(R) for the reduced densitymatrix evaluated on a
block ofR adjacent spins is plotted as a function ofR for total chain lengthN=501 and different sets ofHamiltonian equation (1)
parameters. The blue and the orange lines are obtainedwith a numerical DMRGalgorithmwhile all the other lines are obtained semi-
analytically using the Jordan–Wigner transformations. In considering finite-size systems, it is customary to plot the entropy as a
function of x sinN R
N
º p
p , to account for the periodic boundary condition and the symmetry of the entropy around itsmaximumat
R=2/N, but herewe prefer to show the raw data.
Figure 2.Are–law violation in theweakly frustrated chains. The dependence of the SA(R) onN is plotted in log–log plot to show that in
the bulk it follows a power-law of the type S R a N RA b N( ) ( ) ( ), shown as a dashed gray line. The data of the plot on the left are
obtained semi-analytically using the Jordan–Wigner transformations while, in the other two plots, data are obtainedwith a numerical
DMRG algorithm.
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because previous studies ofmodels with aGalilean invariant spectrumhave either given different behaviors
[35, 36] or very non-universal ones [37–40].
We can fit this universal curve using the single–particle picture of the frustrated ground state. For instance,
at h 0g = D = = , the ground–state of the frustrated system can be interpreted as a superposition of domain
walls. Turning on slightly any of the above parameters introduces some hopping so that the ground–state can be
approximated as a traveling excitation. Thus, the entanglement entropy can be estimated to be log 2 1= from
the double degeneracy of theNeel states plus a contribution due to the probability that the domainwall
excitation lies or not in the intervalA:
Figure 3.Dependence of the EE SA(R) onNwhile keeping the ratio r=R/N constant, in theweakly frustrated chain, for different
Hamiltonian parameters. The data of the upper plot are obtained semi-analytically using the Jordan–Wigner transformationswhile,
in the other two plots, data are obtainedwith a numerical DMRG algorithm. The points represent the values of the entropy obtained,
while the lines stand for the bestfit with a function of the form ar
b
N
r+ .
Figure 4. universal behavior of SA(R/N) for the weakly frustrated systems in the scaling thermodynamic limit, once the non-universal,
non-frustrated saturation value SA
un of the EE is subtracted. All numerical data points, extracted in the N  ¥ limit of the EE atfixed
r=R/N for different values of theHamiltonian parameters, perfectly fall on a single line, plotted in gray, given by equation (8).
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R
R
N
R
N
1 1 1 0 0 , 5Ar = ñá + - ñá⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠( ) ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )
where 0 , 1ñ ñ∣ ∣ indicates a state with the excitation inside/outside of the subsystem (note that equation (5) is valid
also for non–point–like excitations, as long as translational invariance is assumed). Amore refined approach to
be applied further away from the h 0g = D = = point includes the fact that the non–frustrated ground–state
possess a structure and afinite, non–trivial entanglement:
GS , 6unfrustrated
A Bå l y yñ = ñ ñ
a
a a a∣ ∣ ∣ ( )
wherewe employed the usual Schmidt decomposition of a state [32]. In the single–particle interpretation, the
reduced densitymatrix, in this case, is constructed as
R r r, 1 , 1 1 , 0 , 0 , 7A
A A A Aå år l y y l y y= ñá + - ñá
a
a a a
a
a a a( ) ∣ ∣ ( )∣ ∣ ( )
and its EE is
S r r r r r
S r r r r
log log 1 log 1
log 1 log 1 , 8
A
A
un
å l l=- - - - -
= - - - -
a
a a( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
where thefirst, constant terms, is the non-universal saturation value of the EE for the un-frustrated case. This is
the curve plotted infigure 4 and it is in excellent agreementwith the numerical data, indicating that, even for
non-integrablemodels which lack an exact quasi-particle description, the EE of very large systems does not show
deviations from a single particle approximation.
It should also be noted that equation (8) differs from
S r S r r8 1 9A A
un 3
4+ -( ) ( ( )) ( )
atmost by 0.7% and hence the two curves are virtually indistinguishable from each other. The latter expression
of the entanglement entropy explains the algebraic area law violationwhichwe already noticed forfinite systems
infigure 2.Notice that equation (9) is a simple power-law only for small values of r=R/N, while trying a
power-lawfit for larger values of r results in a varying exponent, thus explaining the fit infigure 2.
In conclusions, the results infigure 4 are in strong contrast bothwith the divergence shownby standard
(CFT) criticalmodels andwith the exponential convergence to a constant value that is found in systems
satisfying the area law. This behavior is consistent with that of a single excitation on top of a non-frustrated
ground state: while the latter is characterized by afinite correlation lengthwhich sets its saturation, the former
does not have any intrinsic lengths scale, except for the total system size.We observe that this picture is quite
general and robust and not related to specific,fine-tunedmodels.
4.Discussion and conclusions
Wehave shown how aweak (nonextensive) frustration induced by the boundary conditions can deeply affect the
properties of generic quantum spin chains whoseHamiltonian holds a 2 discrete symmetry, with the
appearance of amixture of correlation functionswith exponential and algebraic decay. The latter is very slow,
since the relevant parameter is r R
N
= , and arise as a consequence of the non-trivial boundary conditions.We
characterized this emerging pseudo-phase using the EE: it shows a violation of the area lawwith an algebraic
growthwith the subsystem, which yet does not lead to divergence for large systems. Such behavior supports the
idea that, as in gapped chains, the total amount of entanglement in the system isfinite, but, similarly to critical
systems, correlations are distributed through thewhole chain, with the possibility of distilling Bell-pairs with
arbitrary distance [31, 41, 42].
Frustrated boundary conditions are often considered to result in a single particle excitation. Accordingly, the
EE is interpreted as due to the superposition of a ground–state contribution (characterized by afinite correlation
length) and a delocalized excitation (with infinite correlation length).We calculated the EEwithin such a picture
in equation (8) and confirmed in figure 4 the quantitative agreement between the analytical expression and the
numerical data for a variety of frustrated spin chains.
Indeed, at least for the Ising chain, the ground–state of the frustrated chain has the same correlation
functions of certain low–lying states of the non–frustrated case. It should also be remarked that, in system
lacking particle number conservation such as the onewe have analyzed, andwith no integrability to characterize
states in terms of quasi-particle excitations, the ground–state selected by the boundary conditions does not
present any simple exact characterization, but our entanglement data shows that it is consistent with a single–
particle interpretation.
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Frustrated boundary conditions are a way to render otherwise low energy states stable against decay, with
possible application for state engineering for quantum technologies.Moreover, the considerations above imply
that low energy states (of non–frustratedmodels) carrymuchmore structure than previously noticed, with very
long–range correlations (scaling like the system size)which could be harvested for quantum information
processing or transmission and quantum criptography [43]. Aswementioned, these states seem to have a finite
amount of entanglement but spread peculiarly. And it is known that, for several tasks, it is not important the
total amount of entanglement in a system, but how it is distributed [44].We plan to investigate these perspectives
in our next works. For instance, preliminary results show that the phase diagramof the frustrated pseudo–phase
is quite rich and includes regionswith degenerate ground–states with peculiar properties, such as the
spontaneous breaking of translational invariance.
Although to the best of our knowledge, the EE behaviorwe observed has not been reported in any system
before, this is not the first class of local, translational invariant systemswhich presents a violation of the area law.
Recently, two such examples have been introduced, i.e. theMotzkin [45] and the Fredkin chains [46]. These are
frustration-free systems, in the sense that theHamiltonian can be decomposed as a sumof local commuting
terms, all sharing the same ground–states. This feature also allows for a direct evaluation of their entanglement
entropy, which scales either logarithmically with the subsystem size for low–spin chain, or as a square–root for
higher spins–variable lengths. Thesemodels share similarities and profound differences with the class of weakly
frustrated systemswe considered. For instance, both are related to amassive degeneracy of the ground–state
manifold, but in a very different way. For such systems, amassive degeneracy exists for periodic boundary
conditions, but the area law violation requires an open chainwith certain conditions at the borders, which selects
from themanifold a unique, highly entangled, ground–state. In the frustrated case, themassive degeneracy is
lifted by the externalmagnetic field and periodic boundary conditions are crucially needed to enforce frustration
and observe the area law violation. Also, in the frustration–freemodels, the area law violation is accompanied by
a divergence of the EE for large systems, which is not the case for theweakly frustrated cases.Most of all, the
frustration–free systems are somewhat artificial in their construction, especially so for the cases of square-root
violation of the area law.On the contrary, the frustrated systemswe considered are very natural and robust
against perturbations.
Althoughwe considered only 1D chains withweak frustration, we remark that these are at the core of any
frustrated system, even in higher dimensions, where frustration is always produced by closed loops [4, 5]. A
certain degree of frustration is very common and can give rise to peculiar properties: systemswith an extensive
amount of frustration (i.e. a number of loops proportional to the size of the system), both regular, such as the
ANNNImodel [47] or spin ices [48], and disordered , such as the Sherrington-Kirkpatrickmodel [49] and spin
glasses [50], showcase unique behaviors different from those of unfrustrated systems, such as algebraic decay of
correlation functionswithout criticality [51, 52], local zero-modes [53–56], residual entropy at near-zero
temperature [57, 58], and give rise to peculiar emergent properties, such as artificial electromagnetism [51, 52]
monopoles, andDirac strings [59]. Also,magnetic frustrated systems are among the best candidate to host the
elusive spin liquid phase [60].
An important outcome of ourwork is that evenweakly frustrated systems can present peculiar behaviors if
observed at a length scale comparable to the loop size.We can thus speculate that some of the properties of
strongly frustrated systems (which have loops ofmany different lengths) have their origin in the phenomenology
we discussed in this work.We plan to address this hypothesis by considering extensively frustrated quantum
chains, to characterize the resulting phase using the scaling thermodynamic limit we introduced. This analysis
would be an important step toward the consideration of generic frustrated systems. As closed loops are the
building blocks for general frustrated systems, embedding the considerations we developed in higher–
dimensional systems can help to better understand the interplay between geometrical frustration and quantum
interaction and to decipher the complicated behaviors of frustrated systems.
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